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Abstract

To create texts that meet the needs of audiences, writers must be able to evaluate the quality
and effectiveness of the texts they produce. Over the last sixty years, a variety of text-
evaluation methods have been developed and writers can now choose among many
alternative methods. This paper begins by isolating s-rne of the persistent questions raised
by people in education, business, and government who want to judge how well their texts
are working. It then compares the cognitive processes involved in "reading to comprehend
text" with those involved in "reading to evaluate and revise text," stressing that even
experienced writers often need help in detecting and diagnosing text problems. The paper
then characterizes three general classes of tests for evaluating text quality: (1) text-focused,
(2) expert-judgment-focused, and (3) reader-focused approaches. It reviews typical
methods within each classexamining the strengths and limitations of particular testsand
discusses the relative advantages of reader-focused methods over other approaches.
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EVALUATING TEXT QUALITY:
THE CONTINUUM FROM TEXT-FOCUSED

TO READER-FOCUSED METHODS

by

Karen A. Schriver
Carnegie Mellon University

We frequently read texts by writers who fail to consider our needs as readers.
Writers may forget to provide a necessary context, fail to include examples, obscure the
purpose, leave out critical information, or write too abstractly. Writers of all ages from
almost every profession share two questions: How can we anticipate and meet the reader's
needs? How can we know if we were successful? Writers have been found to have
genuine difficulty both in considering the reader's needs while planning and generating text
as well as in judging their success during revision. Thus, it is not surprising that people in
education, business, the health professions, and government have been looking for reliable
ways to evaluate the quality of texts they create.

Since the 1930s, a variety of document-evaluation methods have been developed and
writers are now in the position to choose among alternative evaluation methods. In this
paper, I categorize typical methods for evaluating text quality into three general classes:
text-focused, expert-judgment-focused, and reader-focused approaches. My aim is to give
an overview of popular methods and to identify their strengths and weaknesses within the
context of what is known about text evaluation.

Initially, I discuss research in reading and writing that has investigated the thinking
processes of people as they engage in evaluating text with the goal to revise. In particular,
I compare the cognitive processes involved in "reading to comprehend text" and "reading toevaluate and revise text." This research raises the issue that an adequate theory of text
evaluation must account for what people do as they read with the intention of judging text
quality. This work also points out that adequate testing methods must provide writers with
what they need most for planning or revising: an image of the intended audience interacting
with the text. I then discuss these issues in the context of the most frequently used
methods within each of the three classestext-focused, expert-judgment-focused, andreader-focused approachesand show why reader-focused methods have relative
advantages over other approaches.

QUESTIONS RAISED BY TEXT-EVALUATION RESEARCH

Text evaluation is a difficult and tangled issue. If you asked a room of researchers or
practitioners in the area "What are the key questions in text evaluation" you would hear awide range of issues:

What are the characteristics of an effective text?
Can we agree on a working definition of text quality?
What are the key skills and abilities involved in text evaluation? What do
experienced evaluators do that inexperienced evaluators do not?
What do writers learn from repeated experience in judging text quality?
How can wt, improve evaluators' abilities to judge text quality?

1
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What are the tradeoffs associated with particular methods for judging text quality?
What methods produce reliable and valid judgments?
What. aspects of text evaluation can we automate using the computer?
How can the computer help reduce the burden of text evaluation?

Underlying these questions are several themes: Can we identify benchmarks forcharacterizing quality text? Can we teach evaluators to judge the quality of text consistentlyand reliably? Can we identify ways to help evaluators improve their skills in judging text?How can technology help us in our efforts to assess text quality? Much of the work that isdirected toward answering these questions has been conducted by theorists and researchers
in reading, rhetoric, composition, and document design.

Reading researchers have been trying understand differences between what they term"considerate" and "inconsiderate" text [1-5]. They have been exploring the kinds of text
structures that promote or inhibit comprehension and want to know more about whathappens to the comprehension process when we encounter poorly written text. Such worksheds light on what readers do in constructing a representation of a textwhether the textis well formed or ill formed. They emphasize that we need more empirical work identifying
the global and local textual relations which help readers to construct a coherent model of thetext's information.

Studying literacy in the workplace is also helping us to understand the demands ofreading, showing how dramatically work-type readinff, differs from school-type reading[6-10]. Such research makes it clear that to meet the unique needs of readers in
nonacademic contexts, writers need detailed information about the kinds of reading thatgets done, especially information about the diverse purposes, goals, and strategies forreading at work.

Research in rhetoric, writing, and document design has been trying to identify the keyvariables which underlie skilled performance in creating rhetorically effective text. Thereare now a number of studies which aim to characterize the processes involved in planning,writing, and revising text for readers [11-16]. Such studies are exploring the cognitive,social and cultural processes of writers as they engage in creating and evaluating text. Theresults show large differences in writers' abilities to judge text from the perspective of theaudience. Both experienced and inexperienced writers have been found to have moredifficulty evaluating texts they write themselves than those written by other writers. Inother words, it is easier to identify the strengths and weaknesses of someone else's textthan one's own. For such reasons, researchers have been particularly concerned withidentifying text-evaluation methods that help writers judge text from the reader's point ofview [17-24].

Taken together, work in these areas is changing our thinking about the problem ofassessing text quality and is laying the foundation for a theory of the process of evaluation
(see reference [25] for a review of the literature). Such efforts are helping us make moreinformed decisions about what makes a text- eval'iation approach useful. Moreover, we arebeginning to identify methods that have the advantage of enhancing both a writer's processof evaluating text as well as the reader's process of comprehending and using text.

READING TO COMPREHEND VERSUS READING TO EVALUATE TEXTQUALITY

To understand what an optimal text-evaluation method might look like, writingresearchers have been examining the process of evaluation itselfthat is, the writer's

2
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cognitive processes of evaluating text with the goal of revising it for comprehensibility
and/or usability. What is it that expert writers do when making revision decisions that
improve the text from the reader's perspective? Do people "read differently" when engaged
in revision? In a recent study of revisio.., Hayes, Flower, Schriver, Stratman, and Carey
[14] asked the question: How is "reading for comprehension" different Nm "reading to
evaluate?" Figures 1 and 2 present hypotheses about what some of the differences may
look like. Figure 1 shows the cognitive processes in reading to comprehend text; it is a
slightly revised version of the Hayes et al. model which was adapted from the Thibadeau,
Just, and Carpenter "reader model" [26].

The intention of this model was not to enter the debate about whether reading is a
bottom up or top down process, but rather to show that when one reads to comprehend,
one's primary aim is to construct an integrated representation of the text. Put differently,
during reading for understanding, most of our effort is devoted to "putting the text
together" to construct an understanding of how ideas work as a whole.

Cognitive Processes in
Reading To Comprehend text

READ TO COMPREHEND

CONSTRUCT AN INTEGRATED REPRESENTATION

rDocado Words

IApply Grammar
ICnowlodes

IApply Swank
Knowledge

Maks lostontlectIonsjm
and Factual Worm=

Usra---clownos and
WorWorld Knowlosigo

1.

A Gem 1..
Conpplyventions

Idontify Gist

Misr Writer's
Potations and
Not of Vim

Ropresontation of Text Moaning

=lb

POSSIBLE
PROBL
DETECTEMION

spelling
bulb

grammar
bulb

won at
fad

Figure 1. The Process of Reading for Comprehension (adapted from the Thibadeau,
Carpenter, and Just model of reading [26] by Hayes, Rower, Schriver, Stratman, and
Carey (14]).
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Notice that during the process of comprehending, the reader also sometimes detects
text problems without much thinking or conscious attention devoted to them. For example,
it is common to notice spelling or grammar faults in what we read. When we encounter
such faults during reading to understand, we typically ignore them. We pay more attention
to them, of course, if the faults are bad enough to slow our reading or to make us reread.
During reading to comprehend, we ;night also note errors or ambiguities in the text's
information. For example, if we are famliar with the topic, we often have a good deal to
say about the author's claims, logic, examples, anecdotes, and even choice of language.
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DISCOVERY
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alternative
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interpretations
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and examples
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ideas for
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text strudures
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Cognitive Processes in
Reading to Evaluate Text
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Figure 2. The Process of Reading to Evaluate Text Quality by Hayes, Flower, Schriver,
Stratman, and Carey (14].
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We can think of our active engagement with the author as conversation, sometimes playful
while other times aggressive. On the other hand, when we have little or no background
information on the topic, we are more likely to spend our attention trying to understand and
connect what we have read with our prior knowledge rather than scrutinizing the author's
claims.

Although the activity of reading to comprehend is a very complex process indeed,
writers faced with the task of revising a poorly constructed text must go well beyond
comprehending the author's ideas. Instead, when "reading to evaluate text" (Figure 2), our
goal is to identify weaknesses in the text as well as to find solutions for them. Reading to
evaluate text can be viewed as a cognitive process which is "built on top" of the
comprehension process, but with the added top-level goals of comprehending and
criticizing the text from the point of view of its effectiveness for the intended audience.
Thus, when engaged in "reading to evaluate," the writer consciously looks for problematic
text features and attempts to discover alternative solutions. Furthermore, instead of simply
trying to understand the text as best one can, the revisor must ask, "Is this the most
rhetorically effective way to present these ideas to the intended audience?"

One of the key differences between the models shown in Figures 1 and 2 is that in
reading to evaluate, the writer's problem detections (some examples are shown on the right
side of the model) become a source for possible discoveries (some examples are shown on
the left side of the model) that is, alternatives for improving the text. For example, when
writers recognize that the audience may not have the appropriate background knowledge to
follow the text's major claims, they often create new examples and add supporting evidence
to make the text more understandable. Choosing among revision strategies once a problem
has been noted is often difficult because changing one aspect of the text changes others. It
is usually hard to decide if one should keep the text basically as it is written but simply to
change the surface structure (that is, make changes to the phrasing) or delete sections of the
text as written and make wholesale meaning changes.

COGNITIVE PROCESSES IN REVISING

Figure 3 presents a modified version of the revising process developed by Hayes,
Flower, Schriver, Stratman, and Carey a few yews ago [141. The model, derived from
observing experienced and inexperienced writers at work, is intended to capture the
thinking processes of writers engaged in text revision.

As shown, text revision calls on a range of hierarchically organized subprocesses:

Representing the task--characterizing the text's goals, the goals for the intended
audience, the writer's goals, the goals of others with influence over the text
(editors, bosses, clients), the purpose for writing, the context (social,
organizational, historical, cultural) in which the text is being revised, the
constraints under which the revision is taking place, and the criteria being invoked
for judging success.

Detectingseeing or noticing problems.

4 Diagnosingcharacterizing or describing the text's problems.

Selecting strategieschoosing among optional methods for solving identified
problems (rewriting or editing).

150



Cognitive Processes in
Revising Text

Represent Task

LDetect Problems

Yes
I

Diagnose Problems

Select Strategies

Fbc Problems

Figure 3. The Process of Revision (adapted from the Hayes, Flower, Schriver,
Stratrnan, and Carey model of revising (14]).

Fixing problemstaking action to solve the problems.

The research from which this model was developed revealed dramatic differences in the
abilities of experienced and inexperienced writers to engage in and carry out these
processes. Within each of these subprocesses, writers have a variety of options. The
ability to recognize available options and to make changes that actually improve text was
found to distinguish experienced from inexperienced writers.

Research on revision has been remarkably consistent in isolating two major
differences oetween experienced and inexperienced revisors:

Experienced writers are skilled in evaluating global aspects of text quality such as
rhetorical stance, organization, logic, cohesion, persona, and tone. Inexperienced
writers are not. Inexperienced writers tend to focus on local- level errors such as
word choice, grammar, and syntax.

Experienced writers are skilled in taking action to meet the needs of the audience,
that is, making revision moves that improve the text from the reader's perspective.
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Inexperienced writers often identify the same problems as experienced writers but
they are frequently unsuccessful in taking action to solve them. In fact, in some
cases inexperienced writers' revisions introduce new problems and make the text
worse instead of better [27].

From the research in writing, we can conclude that in choosing among methods to evaluate
text, we need to draw on those that can help us act more like experienced writers. An
optimal text-evaluation method should provide writers with two sorts of information: (1)
information about whole-text or global aspects of text quality, and (2) information about
how the audience may respond to the text.

THE CONTINUUM OF TEXT-EVALUATION METHODS

When one examines the kinds of document-evaluation methods currently in practice,
we find a great deal of diversity both in the level of text problems they help writers to see
and in the amount of actual reader feedback they provide. Figure 4 presents a continuum of
text-evaluation methods. It classifies some of the most popular evaluation methods used in
education, business, the health professions, publishing houses, and government
organizations which produce everything from textbooks to computer manuals to pamphlets
on life-threatening diseases to mystery stories to tax forms.

The continuum is divided into three sectionstext-focused, expert-judgment-
focused, and reader-focused methodswhich are separated by how explicit the feedback
from the intended audience is My assumption here is that text-focused methods, while
sometimes created from information about readers, never use direct reader response; that
expertsthrough their experienceprovide surrogate-reader feedback; and that reader-
focused methods make explicit use of audience response. I have listed a variety of kinds of
tests and/or the people who have developed or elaborated them (the list is not exhaustive).
Under each test (or group of tests) are the typical concerns of evaluators using the method.
If a group of tests tend to address similar issues, I list the concerns only once. Some of the
concerns are ideas that evaluators keep in mind, as they judge text quality, for instance,
principles of style for visual or verbal text; in other cases, the concerns are variables for
evaluation, perhaps the number and kind of errors a text leads a reader to make. Notice
also that the tests within each class vary in the scope of text problems they help writers to
identify, ranging from word-level to whole-text level problems.

Text-Focused Evaluation

On the left side are text-focused methods or those which operate by asking a person
(or sometimes a computer) to examine a text, attend to a set of text features, and assess text
quality by applying principles or guidelines that have been developed from ideas (and
sometimes from research) about how readers at a certain level and background will
probably respond. Thus, the reader's input, when used to develop such tests, is indirect at
best. Text-focused methods include readability formulas, computer-based stylistic analysis
programs, guidelines and maxims, and checklists.

Readability Formulas

Readability measures, such as the Flesch [28], Fog [29], SMOG [30], Dale andChall [31], Fry [32], or Kincaid [33] formulas operate by analyzing worn frequency and
sentence length. Such procedures have been discussed and severely critiqued at length by
many researchers [34.38] and it is not my purpose to belabor their obvious deficiencies
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Figure 4. Evaluating Text Quality: The Continuum from Text-Focused to Reader-Focused Methods.
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again. Research about how people use readability formulas has shown that they are often
misused and misunderstood. Rather than using them as a gross index of the readability of
a final drat, evaluators tend to use the formulas for specifying how writers must plan,
write, and revise. Thus, "meeting the readability level" becomes the primary criteria for
judging text quality. Unfortunately, there is no evidence to support this practice; in fact,
just the opposite is true. To understand how loose the relation between comprehension and
readability formulas is, one need only notice that a passage will get the same readability
score whether its words are arranged in normal or backward order.

Indeed, research shows that writing to a readability level is an extremely questionable
means for improving the comprehensibility of text. In discussing the use of readability
formulas in the assessment of textbook difficulty, Singer and Donlan assert that sentence
complexity and word frequency are only partial indicators of text difficulty because

. . . a text may be relatively difficult because it has a high detisity of ideas
and a high degree of interrelatedness or coherence among ideas. But,
whether these characteristics of a text are difficult or not also depends upon
the reader's prior knowledge, vocabulary ability, reasoning processes,
purposes, and goals in reading the text. For example, if a text is densely
packed with ideas but the reader's purpose is only to get the general idea of
the text, the reader is likely to find the text easier than if his or her purpose
was to comprehend the text fully. Hence . .. the difficulty level of a text as
computed by the Fry and Flesch formulas . . . is only the average or general
level of diffnulty of a text.

To determine the difficulty of a text for a particular reader, for example, a
student. who was having difficulty in reading and learning from a text, we
would examine factors not only within that text but also within the reader.
In short, reading difficulty for a particular individual depends upon an
interaction between the text and the individual [39, 330].

But because they are relatively easy to automate and cheap to employ, many organizations
use readability formulas exclusively, despite the lack of empirical support for their validity
in assuring text quality. In discussing methods that are likely to be important in the future
of prose processing research, Voss, Tyler, and Bisanz [40] dismiss the future impact of
readability research, devoting less than a paragraph to the topic.

Computer-based Stylistic Analysis Programs

Computer-based style programs (for example [41.43]), such as UNIX's Writer's
Workbench [44, 45] or the GM Star program [46] typically operate by assessing
readability using one or more of the standard formulas and by counting passive
constructions, misspellings, numbers of simple, compound, or complex sentences and then
by providing the evaluator with a statistical summary of the text problems by assigning
particular features an average score by comparing the use of the text feature, e.g., number
of passive sentences, against the proportion used in a "good text" template. As Figure 4
shows, the focus of cridquers has been proofreading at the word or sentence level.

For some time, companies have been trying to improve on the range of problems
computer-based style programs check. Lance Miller, in describing the "space of possible
critiques," describes a number of key distinctions that are important in evaluating the
goodness of a style program:



(1) the examination text-unit, (2) the report text-unit, (3) the critique type,
[and] (4) the strength of the critique report. . . . The examination text-unit
refers to the unit of text which is examined for the presence of some target.
If the critique is that of spelling-checking, then the examination text-unit is a
word... .

The report text-unit is the unit at which the critique is made, and this unit is
either the same as the examination unit or else larger. An example of the
latter instance is when a text is critiqued for low frequency words
(examination-unit = word) and the results are summarized on a paragraph
basis (report-unit = paragraph), e.g., "This paragraph contains the
following low frequency words." . . .

The third distinction, critique type, refers to the manner in which the critique
is made, and the two options are isolated vs. relative. In an isolated
critique, a particular examination-unit is compared against a standard, and
the judgment can be rendered without taking into account the characteristics
of that unit relative to other units. Thus checking for spelling errors,
incorrect capitalization, overly-long sentences . . . involve an isolated
critique. In contrast, a relative critique checks the characteristics of one text-
unit (having certain features) against the characteristics of another text-unit
(having different features); the logic of the comparison is along the lines of
"if the first unit has an aspect of X, then the second unit must have an aspect
of Y." Most ungrammaticalities, such as disagreement in number between
subject and verb, involve a relative type of critique.

The fourth distinction concerns critique strength for which there are also
two possibilities: right-wrong vs. threshold. A right-wrong judgment is
one in which one can say "Right!" or "Wrong!" without fear of
contradiction (from experts), as is the case of the majority of grammatical
errors. . . . On the other hand, questions of style are not on'y matters of
taste but . . . need to be reported with some deference and sensitivity to the
fact that the author and critiquer may not share the same standards. One
means of systematically handling the problem of varying stylistic standards
is to arrange to have each stylistic evaluation result in the computation of a
single number whose value grows with the severity of that particular gaffe;
this value can then be compared against the threshold for a particular
enterprise, and, if it exceeds that threshold, a suitabb commentary is
provided [47, 195-196].

It is not surprising that most early style programs looked at the word and sentence
level, summarized at the sentence and paragraph level, focused mainly on on isolated
critiques, and on right-wrong judgments. Miller argues that the primary challenge for
developers of computer-based style programs is to go beyond the basics and to increase the
space of critiques provided. Similarly, Richardson, Creed, and Chandler point out that
most stylistic programs cannot address the kinds of grammatical problems that poor writers
often create; the fundamental drawback of most programs is that "they rely too much on
lookup tables instead of a parser to determine the roles words play in a sentence" [48, 57].

One program that aims to go well beyond the basics is IBM's Epistle system, now
called Critique. It is developed by linguists and artificial intelligence experts at IBM's
Watson Research Laboratory (49-51]. Recently (June 1989) IBM released Critique.
Reporters from the machine translation magazine from the Netherlands, Language
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Technology Electric Word, who put the prototype through its paces in July 1988, described
its features in this way:

Identification of unrecognized words or awkward phrases, checking for
spelling errors, grammar and style errors and the generation of statistical
information. It appeared to be fast and reliable.

The program is written with Penelope, Heidorn's Programming Language
for Natural Language Processing, and is based on colleague Karen Jensen's
PEG (PLNLP English Grammar.) It parses a sentence, provides a
syntactical representation, then employs hundrulo of grammar rules to
check the sentence's grammatical structure, before it highlight [sic]
problems on the screen. Users will be able to establish individual profiles
so that Critique will also reflect personally selecti,d criteria [52, 7].

Currently, Critique runs as a new feature of IBM's mainframe editing software Process
Master 1.3 (running on a VM/CMS operating system). Reporters speculate that there may
be a PC version under development. For information on how Critique is being used in
writing classes, see Richardson, Creed, and Chandler's summary of a pilot program at the
University of Hawaii at Manoa. They point out three virtues of the program:

Writers can use it interactively.
It has three levels of help screens that provide information about principles of
grammar and usage.
It provides parse trees for each sentence it processes, thus allowing writers to see
the structure of their sentences j48, 58].

Two other style checkers are worth note (they won the 1989 State-of-the-Art Electric
Word Awards for Technical Excellence): Grammatik III for the PC and MacProof for the
Macintosh:

Grarnmatik III made by Reference Software Inc. proofreads documents for
errors in grammar, style usage, punctuation, and spelling. Grammatical
errors identified include improper use of homonyms (its/it's,
they're/there/their) and possessives (you/you're, who's/whose)
transpositions (form/from), disagreement between subject and verb (the
government think) redundant comparatives (more better), incomplete
sentences, double negatives, and split infinitives . . . also checks jargon,
sexist terms, redundant phrases, neologisms, and overused phrases . . .
also flexible enough to allow you to turn off rules and even add new ones of
your own . . . and the documentation is so well written that even the
layperson can make such modifications.

MacProof checks on what its makers, Lexpertise Linguistic Software, call
mechanics, usage, style, and structure . . . "mechanics" refers to spelling,
punctuation, capitalization, and double words; . . . dictionary contains
120,000 entries. The "usage" dictionary contain: 10,000 terms to be
flagged for such barbarisms as offensiveness, imprecision and verbosity.
"Style" means little more than flagging the verb "to be" . . . and "structure"
is essentially about counting words in sentences and lines in paragraphs . . .
it checks for logical transitions between paragraphs . . . [53, 35].
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Guidelines and Maxims

Guidelines and maxims are perhaps the most popular text-focused method used.
They are usually aimed at giving writers advice on the linguistic, stylistic, or graphic
features of text (for example c.54-57]). From a writer's perspective, most guidelines are
frustrating to use either because they are vague and generic, e.g., "omit needless words"
(Strunk and White [58]) or because they force us to assume that all writing tasks are alike
and require the same simplistic prescriptions (e.g., "use short sentences "). Put differently,
guidelines often fail to help writers adapt their texts to the unique features of the given
rhetorical situation.

Furthermore, evidence suggests that writers have difficulty recognizing when and
how to apply guidelines [23, 59-61]. When guidelines are invoked too rigidly, they
function as rules and can have the effect of stifling creative solutions to rhetorical problems.
Although there are genuine difficulties associated with the guideline approach to judging
text quality, there have been some very good examples of the effective use of guidelines,
such as Williams' well-known text on style [57].

Checklists

Checklists, another text-focused method, typically work in one of two ways. On the
one hand, the evaluator is asked to use the checklist as a reminder of issues to consider.
For good examples of checklists, see Price's "giant checklist" for writing computer
documentation [62] or Spenc les "usability considerations checklist" for testing computing
systems [63]. Many checklists focus on recommending visual or verbal text features to
employ or those to avoid or use sparingly. Other checklists are essentially additive
weighting procedures which ask the evaluator to rate the text's features along a "goodness"
scale and then to assign a quality score to the text. (See Hayes [64] for a discussion how
to design an additive weighting scale.)

A drawback of checklists lies in the difficulty of deciding what text features are most
important and in assigning weights or numerical values to text features. Writers usually
disagree about the values assigned to any given feature. And checklists, like guidelines,
usually fail to ask evaluators to judge the use of text features in relation to the given
rhetorical context. For example, there are many rhetorical situations in which the passive
voice is the most sensitive linguistic choice, yet most checklists remind writers to avoid
using passives. Such situations leave the writer with the questions: How "bad" is a text
feature that is rated average or below average? If two texts receive the same low score but
are intended to serve different rhetorical purposes, are they equally poor? How should text
feature ratings be used in revision? Should all poorly evaluated text features be revised
extensively?

It should also be pointed out that most checklists are not based on data from readers
or users of the text under evaluation. Rather they are often created by consolidating an
organization's conventions and accumulated folklore about the features of good and bad
texts. Thus, checklists may simply codify an organization's misunderstanding of the
audience.

Summary

Advantages of text-focused methods are that they are inexpensive to use, some
can be automated, and they can be helpful in detecting certain obvious classes of error. Theinherent weakness of these methods lies in their predominant focus on word and sentence-
level features of the text. Typically, their output provides little, if any, information about
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how the document is working at the paragraph and whole-text level. Perhaps the biggest
weakness is that their output provides no information about the reader's needs. When text-
focused methods are used as the only guide for revision, research by Swaney, Janik,
Bond, and Hayes [22] shows that revisors may actually make the text worse instead of
better.

Expert-Judgment-Focused Evaluation

Expert-judgment-focused methods constitute another widely used set of evaluation
procedures. By expert judgment, I mean individuals who possess high knowledge about
the text, its audience, or writing itself. Expert-judgment-focused methods include peer
reviews, technical and/or subject-matter expert reviews, editorial reviews, and external
reviews.

Peer Review

Peer review is one of the more standard expert judgment methods employed by
education, industry, and government [65-68]. With peer review, people who share a
common background are called upon to evaluate texts for issues of style, consistency, tone,
and the like. Peer reviews can be very informative in pointing out text problems, allowing
the writer to draw on the multiple perspectives of other writers. Peer reviewers tend to be
quite good at recognizing stylistic issues at both the local- and global-level, and writers find
that peers are helpful in making suggestions to solve organization problems.

However, some writers report that peer review can also be a frustrating experience.
When the writer receives divergent opinions about the problems the text will create for
readers (or when personalities enter into decisions about what is problematic) it is often
difficult to determine which problems to solve and which suggestions for revision to use.
This difficulty is magnified when the revisor is operating under severe time constraints.

Peer reviews can also suffer from evaluators who work too frequently with texts of
similar genres and subject matter. Writers who always evaluate the same sort of textfor
instance, proposalsmay not improve in their skills over time, but may actually erode their
skills by doing too much of the same kind of text evaluation all the time. When evaluators
Lava ys work with the same kinds of texts, they can become insensitive to the audience's
likely response to texts of that sort. Researchers who studied experienced U.S.
government writers at the IRS, for example, found that evaluators were particularly
insensitive to language and stylistic issues that bothered readers outside that institution
[69]. Indeed, peer review is a way of socially constructing and institutionalizing certain
styles.

Peer review has also come under question by authors who submit articles to
professional journals that use peer review for judging manuscripts for publication [70,
71]. Authors whose work is evaluated by peer reviewers sometimes question the criteria
used for =king decisions about what gets published and what does not. They suspect that
it is almost impossible to conduct a truly "blind" review since often the peer can guess the
author's identity by carefully examining the reference list [72, 73]. Because peer
reviewers for journals serve such a critical gatekeeping function, authors are concerned that
peer reviewers invoke consistent standards for all manuscripts received.

Technical and/or Subject-Matter Expert Review

Technical and/or subject-matter expert (SME) reviews usually conduct content
evaluations of text, aiming to find deficiencies in coverage, accuracy, authenticity, or



completeness. In many industrial contexts, for example, technical reviews are conducted
by engineers or computer scientists who assess a text's content in terms of its match with
the functionality of a product or a machine. Technical reviews are intended to provide
writers with detailed information about the ways in which text content is inaccurate or
misleading. While a technical review can be conducted by a technically-oriented person,like a computer programmer who is verifying the procedures presented in a user's manual,
this is not always the case. The phrase technical review is also used to refer to evaluations
by subject-matter experts who verify text adequacy, like a miseum historian who is
verifying the accuracy of facts presented in a brochure. Those who participate in subject-
matter expert reviews are typically extremely knowledgeable about the content, the
information medium, the audience, or the rhetorical situation in which the text will be read
or used.

Subject-matter expert reviews conducted by marketing experts, for example, may
conduct a presentation and delivery critique, checking for features such as the tone and
mood created by the integration of the visual and verbal text. Thus, they may evaluate the
presentation and the delivery of the content in terms of its match to a set of articulated goals(for example, the text must be short; it should present a theme; it should use vibrant colorand visuals) or against a set of esthetic criteria (for instance, the text should convey
seriousness and warmth).

Although both technical and/or subject-matter expert reviews do give valuable
feedback about difficulties with a text, it may be unwise to use such reviews in isolation.
Research is beginning to show that topic knowledge is sometimes a detriment instead of ahelp and that experts are not always the best people to ask about text quality. Hayes,
Schriver, Blaustein, and Spilka [74] found what they term "the knowledge effect inwriting": readers with high topic knowledge were very poor in judging how lay readers
would understand the topic.

Similarly, in another study, I found that writers with 2 to 3 years of experience withword processing were extremely insensitive to judging the kinds ofproblems new userswould have with poorly written procedural instructions for a word processor [15]. Tohelp writers recognize and overcome their insensitivity, I asked them to study thetranscripts of think-aloud protocols from a group of new users which demonstrated
numerous comprehension and usability problems. After reading users' commentsillustrating their unsuccessful attempts to invoke simple commands, some writers reported
that the users' errors seemed stupid and that it was hard to remember what it was like to bea newcomer to computers. Such research reminds us that writers, technical experts, orsubject-matter experts with high topic knowledge may find it especially difficult toanticipate the needs of readers with low topic knowledge.

Editorial Review

Editorial in-house reviews, another expert judgement evaluation procedure, aretypically carried out by senior writers or copy editors who check for such issues as style,consistency, specifications, or use of conventions. Traditionally, editorial reviews focusedon grammar and mechanics. Bourns and Grove point out that in many settings, editorial
reviews used to be quite mechanical and tended to be extremely rule-oriented [75]. More
recently, the province of editorial reviews has been expanded to issues of organization,
presentation, readability, coherence, retrievability, and accuracy. Put differently, editorshave moved away from a one-dimensional view of what they do and now see their work asa complex hierarchy of skills and perceptual abilities [76-79].
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Another way that editorial reviews are changing lies in the kinds of advice they
provide. In the past, most editorial reviews were viewed as activities designed to find
errors in text. Today, most editors consider their role much broader than the wordsmith
who looks for problems. Instead, they view their role as discovering ways to improve text
(see Henke [80] for a brief discussion of the usefulness of tabulating editorial
contributions rather than number of errors found). In effect, the definition of an editorial
review is slowly changing from editing to revising.

A similar evolution in thinking has occurred in the research on composing. Although
early research in composing focused on studying editing and mechanical correctness,
today's work looks at the process I whole-text revision. Studies show that expert writers
are much more than standard good editors; they are able to "resee" text in ways that
standard good editors cannot [14, 81-84]. Put differently, expert writers are revisors,
not editors.

Although we have seen dramatic practical improvements in the editorial review
process, we have seen almost no research in the area. Longitudinal studies need to be done
which tack the editorial review process over many writing tasks and which focus on
particular writers working alone and collaboratively. Such work might find that some
skills get much better with time while others get worse. As mentioned above, research
investigating the "knowledge effect in writing" [74] provides us with reason to suspect
that some editors may have an "in-house effect": they have oeen editing within the same
context on similar text types too long. Alternatively, we may find what we already believe:
Experienced editors, unlike many writers, are much more skilled in recognizing the
audience's needs and in making effective linguistic and rhetorical choices that meet those
needs.

External Review

In many contexts, it is impractical and even undesirable to judge text quality using
people who are insiders to the context, like peers or technical and/or subject-matter experts.
In such cases, external reviews are used for judging text quality. Organizations often turn
to external reviews when they recognize that something is wrong with the texts they
produce but are uncertain how to pinpoint the problems and need to gain a fresh perspective
on the quality of their document design. Thus, many document design and graphic design
consulting agencies are retained by organizations who want critical feedback about how
their texts are functioning from a competitive standpoint. External reviews vary in the
methods employed to conduct them and the people who carry them out.

One type of external review, a text features evaluation, criticizes the relative goodness
of a text by assessing the design of visual or verbal features. Text features evaluations
typically involve selecting a representative set of an organization's texts and then analyzing
them in terms of key features, such as style, tone, content, format, grid systems, logos,
and so on. In this way, text features evaluations aim to characterize how the integration of
the visual and verbal text shapes the organization's public image. From such a diagnosis, a
new plan can be derived that better matches the organization's goals.

Another kind of external review uses holistic rating methods to judge text quality
[85-89]. According to Charney, " holistic rating is a quick, impressionistic qualitative
procedure for sorting or ranking samples of writing. It is not designed to correct or edit a
piece, or to diagnose its weaknesses. Instead, it is a set of procedures for assigning a value
to a writing sample according to previously established criteria" [85, 67]. Holistic rating
refers to the set of methodologies used to arrive at a total impression of a text. Testing
agencies such as the Educational Testing Service (ETS) use holistic scoring to judge
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student essays for the Scholastic Aptitude Tests (SAT) and the high school Advanced
Placement Examinations. There are many variations on how to derive a holistic rating; twoof the more typical methods are general impression marking and primwy trait scoring.

General Impression Marking is a method in which "rater fits a writing sample into
an ordered ranking on the basis of the tottl impression c...ated by the paper" [85, 71]. The"defining characteristic of this approPQn is that it weighs sample papers against each other,rather than against a predetermined set of criteria" [85, 72]. The criteria are arrived atinductively by either test organisers or by the evaluators themselves. Often test organizersusing general impression masking will select a set of "anchor texts" which represent "therange of good to poor texts" the judges can expect to see. Evaluators are then trained tojudge a set of texts against the anchor papers.

Primary Trait Scoring, developed by Lloyd-Jones (90], is different in that it givesraters a scoring guide carefully adapted for the judging task; thus, it uses a set of explicitcriteria to judge text quality. Raters are then trained to evaluate texts using the agreed-uponset of text features, e.g., style, organization and coherence. Although the proceduresounds quite straightforward, studies show that it is extremely difficult and sometimesimpossible for a group of evaluators to agree on a set of criteria and to invoke such criteria
consistently and reliably [91.93]. Charney cites a number of studies which show that "inspite of training, readers' judgments are strongly influenced by salient, though superficial,
characteristics of writing" (spelling, length, unusual words, and the quality of handwriting)[85, 75]. Although raters' say that they agree on the predetermined criteria, they tend tofall back on other criteria while they are engaged in evaluation. For such reasons, Charneyand others have raised serious questions about the reliability and validity of holistic scoringprocedures.

Another type of external review is the consumer advocate review conducted by peoplewho are concerned with judging text quality from the perspective of the consumer. Forexample, the U.S. Office of Consumer Affairs has evaluators who judge the clarity ofinstructions, warranties, and contracts (see the Consumer Resource Handbook [94]).They are concerned with legal, health, and safety implications of poorly designed text.Government administrators such as the late Malcolm Baldridge, former U.S. Secretary ofCommerce, and Lee L. Gray, former U.S. Director of Consumer Affairs, went to greatlengths to stress that "talking or writing in plain English is a challenge to both the privateand public sectors" [95, preface]. Their important work, some of the fruits of which aredescribed in How Plain English Works for Business: Twelve Case Studies [95], providesconcrete evidence of the enormous practical and financial benefits associated withproducing easy-to-read warranties, credit contracts, insurance policies, and productinformation booklets.

Consumer advocate reviews usually use weighted scoring methods or scaled surveysso common to publications such as Consumer Reports. More and more publications areproviding consumer reviews about text quality than ever before. For example, early in1989, MACazine introduced a feature called "Reader Reports" in which readers evaluatecomputer products along various dimensions, and one of the key features rated is thequality of documentation [96]. Surprisingly, in their first survey, over 1300 readersresponded, highlighting that consumers of high technology want to know more than themanufacturers' facts about a product's key features, they want to know how other usersrate those features.

A gatekeeper review is one in which a text is evaluated by a group of individuals whoare responsible for disseminating a text. According to the U.S. Department of Health andHuman Services:
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Often, public and patient information education materials are distributed to
their intended target audiences through health professionals or other
intermediary organizations. These intermediaries act as gatekeepers,
controlling the distribution channels for reaching target audiences. Their
approval or disapproval of materials is a critical factor in a program's
success. If they do not like a poster or a booklet, it may never reach the
intended audience. . . . Questions may include such areas as overall
reactions to the materials and assessments of the appropriateness,
completeness, and utility of the information [97, 25].

Along with gathering information about whether a given final draft "will fly" in the
particular context in which it is intended, gatekeeper reviews are sometimes used to help

writers plan their texts. Floreak presents an interesting case study describing how
extensive interviews with gatekeepers in a small town's community services organization
provided valuable insight into the target audience for a poster campaign designed to help

low literate parents care for their youngsters [98]. Gatekeeper reviews then can be helpful

in both planning and revising text.

Another type of external review is the document design process critiquean
evaluation procedure that focuses on identifying predictors of poor writing quality [99]. It
is designed to help identify weaknesses in the ways in which a writer, a group of writers,

or an organization, engages in the process of creating text. The idea is to try to predict (and
prevent) poor writing before it occurs. Process critique evaluators examine the approach to
planning, generating, revising and evaluating text. They look at the way people
collaborate, the guidelines writers follow, the kinds of feedback that goes into the shaping
of a textin effect, evaluators pay particular attention to the way typical writing tasks get
done, assessing project management, observing the nature of communication channels (for
example, between writers and technical experts) throughout a writing project. The goal is
to identify the strengths and weaknesses in the process along with recommending education
or research that will help remedy the weaknesses.

Summary

Although expert-judgment-focused evaluations are useful and can provide a
wealth of information for the writer, they often suffer from the evaluators being too close to
the text or product the text describes. In many contexts, the only readers who participate in
evaluating a text are the readers within an organization who know most about the text
and/or the product it describepeers, technical experts, and subject-matter experts. The
result is that the text may work well for people such as engineers, computer scientists, and
marketing specialistspeople who developed or influenced the creation of the textbut
may fail miserably for the average reader. Certainly external reviews are quite helpful in
supplementing standard inhouse evaluation procedures. But expert-judgment focused
evaluation methods should not be used in isolation; they need to be supplemented with
other document evaluation procedures, particularly those which are reader-focused.

Reader-Focused Evaluation

Reader-focused text-evaluation methodson the right end of the continuumare
procedures which rely on feedback from the intended audience. There are two general
classes cf reader feedback methods: concurrent tests (which evaluate the real-time
problem-solving behaviors of readers as they are actively engaged in comprehending and
using the text for its intended purpose) and retrospective tests (which elicit feedback after
the reader has finished with reading and using the text). Concurrent reader feedback
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methods include doze testing, behavior protocols (sometimes called motor protocols),performance testing, and thinking-aloud verbal protocols. Retrospective tests includecomprehension methods, surveys, interviews, focus groups, critical incidents, and readerfeedback cards.

Concurrent Testing

The doze test (100-102] presents readers with text which has had words
systematically deleted, asking readers to try to fill in the missing words. The idea is thatquality text should have a high degree of lexical predictability. Thus, if a text is "good,"
readers should be able to fill i. the blanks. To use the doze technique, evaluators:

. . . simply delete or omit every fifth word from a passage of approximately
250 words, but the sentence before and after the passage is left intact. A
total of 50 words will be deleted from the passage. The reader's task is to
infer from the remaining content what the missing words are, retrieve the
exact words from vocabulary stored in his or her memory, and insert them
into the passage. In scoring, only the exact, original word is counted as
correct. The doze technique places a premium upon the reader's ability to
infer the missing words from the semantics and syntax of the remaining
words in the passage and upon the reader's vocabulary repertoire and ability
to revive words from storage in memory (39, 311].

The doze test is interesting because it does take real readers into account andsurprisingly, the actiNuy of filling-in the blanks does appear to draw on many levels of the
reading processword recognition, knowledge of syntax and semantics. However, itseems to be limited in the genres to which it can be applied. It seems best suited fornarrative and expository text and seems most unsuited for procedural or reference texts.For example, the doze test would be a very bad test to evaluate the quality of a telephonebook. It also fails to provide any feedback about how the text is working from a visualperspective.

Another kind of concurrent testing involves collecting behavior protocols, that is,recordings of readers' actions and behaviors. The primary feature of behavior protocols isthat participants do not talk aloud while performing a taskthey simply do the task whileeither a human evaluator and/or a computer program records what they do. Evaluatorscollecting behavior protocols are often interested in such issues as the following:

How people comprehend information and solve problems with text that ispresented in prose and/or with diagrams, illustrations, or pictures.

How quickly and accurately people can perform a task using only printed
instructions as their guide (for instance, using a manual to assemble a bicycle or tooperate a VCR).

Where readers look for information in lengthy texts such as reference guides (in
indexes, in tables of contents, in glossaries).

How frequently readers refer to printed instructions (whether in hardcopy oronline) to perform computing tasks, along with how users recover from errors asthey try to operate machinery (for example, the steps taken to undo a mistakendeletion of a computer file).
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How computer interface design features such as color, windowing, or display rate
influence people's ability to use computers (evaluating the differences between a
small CRT screen and a large bit-mapped display).

Behavior protocols include keystroke logs, eye movement studies, and user-edits.
Keystroke logs, which can be collected automatically during interaction with a computer,
provide detailed information about users' error and error-recovery patterns and can be used
to develop models of users' behavior [103,104].

Eye movement protocols have been used to determine the effect of colors, display
rate, and cursor movement in online documentation and interface design [105]. They have
also been used to study how people read scientific texts involving prose and diagrams
[106]. At this point, most of the work in this area is concerned with studying the behavior
of the eyes during reading from a computer screen rather than using the method for text
evaluation. Voss, Tyler, and Bisanz point out that:

Although there are some problems with interpretation of what eye
movements reflect (see McConkie, Hogaboam, Wolverton, and Lucas
[107]), most research has validated the assumption that the position of the
eye at at*/ given time corresponds to what is currently being processed (Just
and Carpenter [108]). The measures obtained from eye movement data can
include the number of fixations within a given text portion, the number of
saccades, the number of regressive eye movements, or simply the total gaze
duration, independent of the number of fixations. Rayner [109] provides a
good summary of these various approaches [40, 380].

Another type of behavior protocol, the user-edit, first described by Atlas [17],
involves observing readers directly while they work and interact with a machine, using
only its operations manual as a guide. The observer (who sits either near the user or in
another room while observing through a two-way mirror) pays close attention to how
readers use text, when they use text, and how the text helps or hurts understanding. User-
edits are now widely used in industry to evaluate usability of text.

Performance testing characterizes the class of tests in which evaluators monitor
factors such as readers' task performance, retrieval and access behaviors, error recovery
strategies, cognitive load, and general ability to use a text [24, 63, 110, 111]. Thus,
user-edits are a type of performance test. Evaluators using performance testing are often
concerned with obtaining benchmark information about speed and accuracy [112,113];
thus, talking aloud is an undesirable activity because it adds to the time on task. However,
since it is often hazardous to infer problem solving strategies without more explicit
indicators of thinking such as those gained through verbal reports, many evaluators use
performance testing to look at large numbers of participants and supplement their evaluation
with case studies using think-aloud protocols. As Evans points out:

Used as part of a wider research project, case studies can provide material to
illustrate or test a theory, and they may . . . help to humanize, what, without
such additions, might be an arid statement of observations or facts.
Research which has been reduced to mere statistics can seem very remote
from the flesh and blood world we know, and case studies, judiciously
used, can reclothe the bare bones . . . [114, 11].

Clearly, performance testing has been and will continue to play a major role in text
evaluation in the future. See Schumacher and Waller (115] for an excellent review of
frequently-used methods in document design.



Thinking-aloud protocols ask participants to perform a task while thinking aloud as
they interact with a document and/or with a machine [22, 116-123]. When people
experience difficulty in comprehending or in using the document, their comments typically
reveal the location and nature of the difficulty [20]. Unlike participants in behavior
protocols, think-aloud participants are asked to verbalize anything that comes to their mind
as they are engaged in the task. Because thitudng-aloud protocols are collected while the
person is reading and is engaged in the process of comprehension, they provide much more
explicit and complete information than do readers' comments collected after reading is
finished. The advantage of think-alouds is that participants often say how and why they
are having a difficulty with the text. Therefore, the writer has both locative and diagnostic
information that will help guide revision decisions. In addition, think-alouds often
highlight both visual and verbal text problems caused by either what has been written or by
what has been omittedan important advantage over other document-evaluation
procedures. Thus, think-alouds are typically used when the goal is to assess how people
understand, solve problems with, draw inferences about, use, or read text [21, 119, 124-
127].

In the early 1980s, Hayes and his colleagues at Carnegie Mellon University's
Communications Design Center pioneered a technique using thinking-aloud protocols
called protocol-aided revision to revise texts such as insurance forms, apartment leases,
computer manuals, and medical consent forms [22, 116, 118, 128]. Protocol-aided
revision is a process in which evaluators videotape or audiotape readers as they think aloud
while comprehending a text and/or while interacting with machines, toys, devices,
equipment, and the like. The transcripts are then analyzed for evidence of readers'
problem-solving strategies, comprehension, miscues and error recovery, access and
retrieval behaviors, inferences and predictions, along with comments indicating satisfaction
or preference. Such information is then used to guide revision activity. Protocol-aided
revision is an iterative process involving testing a text with members of the intended
audience, revising based on the problems readers experience, followed by more testing and
revising until the text satisfies the reader's needs and the writer's goals.

In 1986, Diehli compared think-aloud protocols with some other methods
(guidelines, a computer-based style program called "Murky," and checklists called revision
filters) to determine the kind of information provided by each [59]. Results showed that
no single method was best but that guidelines were worst, reiterating that writers need to
consider the costs and benefits associated with alternative evaluation methods. And
Holland and her colleagues [119j, who studied writers revising procedural instructions
after watching videotapes of readers using their texts, found that writers who observed
readers-in-action were much more able to solve text problems that were specific to the
rhetorical situationproblems for which guidelines were too general to be helpful.

Although think-aloud protocols have obvious advantages over other methods, it is
important to recognize their limitations as well. Glass, Holyoak, and Santa raise the
following issues:

Often a protocol will seem to have "gaps" in which the participant forgets to speak.

Sometimes participants will take a "mental leap" reaching some conclusion without
mentionin6 any intermediate steps.

Sometimes the protocol will be ambiguous and difficult to interpret.

They are time-consuming.
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They are verbal and are difficult if not impossible to conduct with children.

If participants are using visual imagery or some other nonverbal representation,
they may be unable to talk about what they are doing.

Participants may use a more systematic method for solving problems than they
would normally because they know they are being watched [129, 416-4171.

Despite these limitations, protocol analysis remains one of the most informative methods

for studying problem-solving behavior.

A few years ago, I observed that writers working at Carnegie Mellon's
Communications Design Center who had extensive experience using protocol-aided
revision seemed better able to anticipate a reader's interaction with their texts than were

other professional writers with years of on-the-job professional writing and editing
experience. When I questioned these writers about why they were so good, they claimed

that protocols changed not only the way they revised text, but the way they planned.
Indeed, these writers had collected and evaluated the transcripts of dozens of think-aloud
protocols. Their claim both intrigued and puzzled me. I found that writers were unable to

articulate in what way(s) protocols had changed their writing.

I wondered if their superior skill in evaluating and revising text resulted from their

frequent and direct experience with reader feedback. I thought that if this were true, a
sequence of lessons that took writers through a similar experience might help them increase
their sensitivity to readers' needs. To this end, I refined the protocol-aided revision
methodology, characterized the cognitive processes involved in using the method [20,
21], and developed and evaluated a protocol -aided revision pedagogy. The aim of the
teaching method (described elsewhere in detail) was to give writers the benefits of
protocols without the need to collect protocols on every text [15].

After training in the protocol-aided revision pedagogy, writers were tested on their
ability to accurately predict readers' problems with texts in which protocols were
unavailable. Five classes of writers taught with protocols were compared with five classes

of writers taught using guidelines, audience analysis heuristics, and peer review
proceduresthat is, with more standard text-focused and expert-judgment-focused
approaches. In particular, writers were compared for their ability to detect and diagnose
readers' problems along three dimensions:

Commission versus omission, that is, problems caused by what the text says
versus what it leaves out.

Problems characterized from the perspective of the reader, the self (i.e., the
writer), or the text.

Problems at the global or local level of the text.

Results show that writers taught to anticipate readers' problems with poorly written
instrim..lnal text, using the protocol-aided revisior pedagogy, improve significantly (p <
.005) in their ability to judge readers' problems accurately. More specifically, writers
taught with the protocol-aided revision method improve in their ability to predict problems
of omission, problems from the readers' point of view, and global problems. For each of
the three types of diagnostic categories, experimental writers improved more than did
control writers (p < .005). Writers in the experimental group made dramatic gains in their
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ability to detect and diagnose problems caused by difficulties such as poor organization,
ambiguous purpose statements, missing illustrations and diagrams, faulty analogies, and
unclear procedures.

In addition, writers who were taught to anticipate readers' problems by studying the
protocol transcripts of lay readers comprehending instructional texts (in this case, computer
manuals) were able to transfer their knowledge to anticipating lay readers' problems with
elementary science texts. Thus, learning about how readers responded to one genre helped
writers anticipate readers' problems with another. Such results also underscore the benefits
of using protocol-aided revision not only for improving texts under evaluation, but for
enhancing writers' skills generally.

Retrospective Testing

Retrospective methods are the more frequently used of the reader-focused methods.
They include a wide range of comprehension tests, along with methods such as surveys,
interviews, focus groups, critical incidents, and reader feedback cards. The problems
associated with retrospective reports have been well documented by Ericsson and Simon
[124]. Aside from the drawback of asking readers to reflect on their remembrance of
comprehending the text, the primary disadvantage of retrospective tests is that they
frequently fail to pinpoint specific text features that need revision, and instead, often give
the revisor vague and often uninterpretable feedback, e.g., respondents on a reader-
feedback card may write, "it was pretty easy to read except for some of the procedures."

Comprehension testing has been a widely-used retrospective measure in evaluating
text quality. Basically it involves asking readers to paraphrase, recall, summarize,
recognize, or draw inferences about particular text items or textual features through having
them engage in activities such ;;.s true/false, fill-in-the-blank, essay, or multiple choice tests.
Typically, text evaluators using comprehension testing look for readers' abilities to make
judgments and inferences about the text's content. As with other evaluation methods, the
success and value of comprehension measures is directly related to the quality of the test
itself. Results obtained by the use of poorly- constructed questions are likely to produce
trivial results.

Besides the very familiar types of recall and recognition testing used in school
settings and standardized test situations, other ways that comprehension is often assessed
focus on summary, paraphrase, or inference measures. With these tests, participants are
asked to read a text (or portions of it) and then to summarize or paraphrase the main ideas.
Researchers are often interested in the number and importance of idea units recalled, the
number and type of elaborations and integrations made, the number and kind of inferences
drawn, and the number and type of errors made. Such tests are often very useful in
pinpointing people's reactions to subtle cues in the text.

For example, in evaluating how people understand texts such as unemployment
compensation brochures and policy statements, writers have found it useful to study what
people infer as they read. Such testing shows that people tend to draw elaborate (and often
incorrect) inferences from statements about benefits that are made in such policies.
Inference testing is likely to become a frequently-used method in the 1990s, especially with
so many companies worried over lawsuits related to the misunderstanding of written
information [130, 131]. For instance, tampon companies have been trying to determine
what they must do in creating warning labels and package inserts to limit their liability in
cases of toxic shock syndrome.
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In assessing participants' performance on comprehension tests, evaluators typically
use either criterion-referenced or norm-referenced approaches. Dick and Carey explain that
the difference between these approaches lies in how tests results are interpreted [132]. In
criterion-referenced tests (sometimes called mastery tests), the performance of all
participants is compared to a preestablished criteria for success. For example, in testing the
effectiveness of a procedures manual for operating a computer, one might set a criterion
that users must be able perform the procedures with 85 percent accuracy. Thus, testing and
revising would take place until all participants were able to meet the criterion using the text.

On the other hand, norm-referenced testing compares the performance of participants
with each other (either within a group or between groups). The participants' rank or
position in the group becomes a reference point for determining the quality of performance
rather than a meeting a specified mastery level. Since many contexts for assessing text
quality are ones in which it is impractical (and irrelevant) to set rigid criterion levels, norm-
reference testing is a useful alternative. For example, evaluators may want to know which
of two texts is better for conveying detailed visual information, e.g., a full color
photograph or a black and white line drawing? Similarly, evaluators may want to know
which of several groups of readers respond most favorably to particular text featuresfor
example, do experts retain more information from line drawings than do novices? The idea
is to judge the relative quality of the text by looking at readers' performance in comparison
to each other.

St.'veys and interviews, perhaps the most commonly used methods for evaluating
text quality, range from face-to-face procedures to pen and paper questionnaires to
telephone and online surveys [133-137]. With surveys and interviews, participants
typically respond to a mix of open-ended and close-ended questions designed to elicit
opinions about the use of visual and verbal text features along dimensions such as
comprehensibility and persuasiveness. The advantages of surveys and questionnaires are
that they are relatively inexpensive, they can be self-administered, they do not require much
time, and respondents can remain anonymous. (For a brief discussion of some of the types
of survey scales, see Davis and Mentecki [138].) A major disadvantage is that quite often
the participants are self-selected, thus biasing the results. From a revisor's perspective,
surveys also have the drawback that if readers rate the text poorly, evaluators must conduct
other tests to determine the particular text features or portions of text that caused problems
for readers [139]. In addition, survey response rate may be low and participants often
ignore some questions (especially open-ended questions that require time to respond). For
a discussion of how surveys have been used in learning about writing in the workplace, see
Anderson [140] and for some of the problems associated with survey research done in the
field of technical communication, see Isakson and Spyridakis [141].

Interviews, on the other hand, do provide participants with the opportunity to discuss
a text at length and allow the evaluator to probe individual responses in detail. See the
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services' approach to conducting individual in-
depth interviews or central location intercept interviewsinterviews conducted in locations
frequented by representative members of a text's target audience [97]. For example, they
describe a pilot maternal and child health care program in which interviewers went to
several clinics in large metropolitan areas to talk with the intended audience of pregnant
women and pretest a bilingual (Spanish/English) booklet on breast feeding [97, 17-18].
They point out that interviews are an extremely rich data source about how a text is
working because people often feel more comfortable answering interview questions than
objective test items. Disadvantages of interviews include that they are time-consuming to
conduct and the data are often very difficult to analyze, thus making it hard to generalize
from them.



Focus groups, a method using group interview procedures for evaluation, has been a
very popular means of pretesting the marketability of consumer products [142-145].
Focus groups use open-ended interviews to solicit people's attitudes, perceptions, and
opinions about a single text or sometimes a group of texts, such as a new science textbook
for a particular grade level or a new science textbook series for several grade levels of anentire school district. Focus groups in such a case could be helpful in discovering thekinds of text features teachers pay attention to when using a textbook and the range of
factors that influence their choice of one text over another. (Unfortunately, up to this point,
most focus groups aiming to evaluate text quality are actually subject-matter expertinterviewsin this case, interviews with "expert" teachers or school system
administrators.) Although in this example, the teachers are an important audience for
judging text quality, it would be
better to conduct the focus groups with the students who will be reading the science texts.
See Markle [146] or Pepper [147] for a discussion of the value of using student feedback
to improve instructional materials.

Nonetheless, writers can use the kind of information generated by focus group
discussions in planning and revising their texts. Under ideal circumstances, "the focus
group presents a natural environment where participants are influencing and are influencedby othersjust as they do in real life" [142, 30]. According to Krueger, focus groups
have several distinct advantages and disadvantages:

It is a socially-oriented research method capturing real-life data in a social
environment.

It has flexibility.

It has high face validity.

It has speedy results.

It is low in cost [142, 47].

But focus groups have limitations that affect the quality of the results:

Focus groups afford the researcher less control than individual interviews.

Data are difficult to analyze.

Moderators require special skills.

Differences between groups can be troublesome.

Groups are often difficult to assemble.

The discussion must be conducted in a conducive environment [142, 48].

Critical incidents, a method which asks participants to remember salient aspects oftheir interaction with a text, is designed to elicit readers' memories of positive or negativeexperiences associated with reading or using text [148, 149]. For example, Williges
[150] has used it as a method for software design and its accompanying documentation.He asks participants to describe a positive or negative incident using the computer, todiscuss how many times the incident occurred and then to rate the relevance and severity ofthe incident in terms of "How much does this factor matter to you?" A similar technique is
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called "storytelling"; participants are asked to tell the evaluator a narrative that reveals their
attitudes and experiences related to text type or genre. Sometimes participants are provided
with a scenario and are asked to complete the story discussing how and when they might
use the text under evaluation. A key drawback of these methods is that they place an
enormous burden on memory and may predispose participants to exaggerate, thus not
providing very accurate or reliable data.

Another common retrospectiite test is the reader feedback card which is usually found
at the end of a book or an instructional guide. The idea is to gather perceptions about text
quality through having readers fill in a series of close-ended and/or open-ended survey
questions. Again, reader feedback cards have the inherent bias of self-selected participants
who are lavish with praise or condemnation for a text.

Summary

Overall, retrospective testing can provide extremely useful data for revising text.
It is clear, however, that most researchers agree that concurrent measures provide the most
reliable data. For this reason, retrospective methods should be used in conjunction with
concurrent methods for greater reliability.

CONCLUSION

Earlier I argued that an optimal text-evaluation method should provide writers with
two sorts of information: (1) information about whole-text or global aspects of text quality,
and (2) information about how the audience may respond to the text. Clearly, research and
experience show us that reader-focused testing methods have the advantage on both counts.
When practical considerations such as time and expense allow, reader-focused methods are
preferable to text-focused and expert judgment- focused methods because they shift the
primary job of representing the text's problems from the writer or expert to the reader.
Thus, reader-focused methods help minimize the chances of failing to detect problems. In
addition, reader-focused methods expand the scope of text problems that get noticed,
shifting the evaluator's attention to global problems, especially problems of visual and
verbal omissions. Most writers and readers would agree that perhaps the biggest problem
with poorly written text lies not in what it says but in what it fails to say. Overall, reader-
focused methods such as protocol-aided revision can help writers achieve a better model of
readers actively engaged in meaning construction. Such a model of readers is helpful not
only in revising the text under evaluation, but in planning and revising future text.
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